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EVOLUTION® BLUE 
The future of innovation.
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EVOLUTION® BLUE:
Designed for top performance  
from top to bottom.

Right away, something special catches your eye: the quality workmanship and top-
class materials that set EVOLUTION® BLUE apart. At second glance, this MRL (machine 
room less) passenger elevator offers a multitude of technical innovations along with 
custom  sizing down to the millimetre. Talk about flexible.

No matter whether you are looking for a new system or modernising an existing 
 installation – EVOLUTION® BLUE is a perfect fit for your building’s shaft. And it’s an 
ideal partner for realising your individual design visions, as well. Our sophisticated 
modular concept offers over 7,000 combinations of colours and materials that can  
be easily changed to suit your wishes and needs.

In a nutshell, EVOLUTION® BLUE marries a solid design concept with the highest 
 technological standards. It not only sets trends, it stays a step ahead of the future.
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WELCOME TO THE

In Next Level we promise you quality solutions, 
 customised to your requirements, and with an 
 ambitious aim: that of aspiring to higher things,  
be it in terms of cost efficiency, performance, 
 reliability, sustainability or design.

No matter whether you are looking for the best 
 elevator system for a new property, upgrading an 
existing installation – regardless of manufacturer  
or model – to future requirements, or whether you  
simply want to be able to rely on your service  
partner whenever and wherever, our solutions  
exceed by far the standards in the industry.  
Why not take us up on our promise and move  
up to the Next Level with us?
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BLUE IMAGE. A top-level match:
Design meets technology.
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DESIGN PHILOSOPHY

Our idea of beauty:
An elevator with a thousand faces.

Making a statement with style – that’s the EVOLUTION® BLUE 
mission. With its multifaceted, modular design, highest-quality 
materials and mature technology, it adds a further highlight to 
your building’s architecture.

The EVOLUTION® BLUE design concept is sophisticated and 
extremely flexible, boasting three different lines and opening  
up an unimaginably vast range of possibilities. With more than 
7,000 design options, you’re free to mix and match colours, 
shapes and materials. The sky’s the limit. Our specialists will even 
build cabins to suit your individual needs.

 � IMPRESSIVE RANGE OF MODULAR BI-COLOUR AND BI-MATERIAL CHOICES

 � WALL ELEMENTS ARE EASILY INTERCHANGEABLE TO CREATE NEW LOOKS

 � DYNAMIC LIGHTING EFFECTS: RGB LED IN COMBINATION WITH THE E.COR® 
CONTROLLER
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EVOLUTION® BLUE also offers a dedicated ecological model that helps protect 
the  environment. The cabin materials, such as stainless steel panels and floor-
ing made from organic sources, are nearly completely recyclable. And energy 
recovery, LED  lighting and the innovative E.COR® controller help to minimise 
your carbon footprint  further.

The STYLE Selection proves that a high-performance elevator can look good, too. 
From fresh, bright accents to subtle earthy tones – with its wide variety of colour 
 variants and materials, this design line adapts to your creative vision and complements 
your building’s style.

STYLE SELECTION

Your cabin deserves colour.

STYLE A |   Top: Stainless steel Hairline

 Bottom: Stainless steel Linen

STYLE B |  Top: White Skin

 Bottom: Dark Skin

STYLE C |  Top: Red Cherry

 Bottom: Stainless steel Hairline

STYLE D |   Top: Green Apple 

Bottom: Stainless steel Linen

STYLE E |   Top: Orange 

Bottom: Red Cherry

STYLE F |   Top: Wave 2 Cloud 

Bottom: Dark Ink

 � MULTIPLICITY OF MATERIALS AND COLOURS FOR FREEDOM OF DESIGN

 � BESPOKE WALL ELEMENTS ARE EASY TO CHANGE

 � HIGH-CLASS MATERIALS IN LONG-LASTING, ECOLOGICAL QUALITY

 � CLEAN, MODERN LINES AND TRENDSETTING LIGHTING

STYLE A

STYLE B
STYLE C

STYLE D
STYLE E

STYLE F
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CHIC SELECTION ELEGANT SELECTION

Time for a trendsetter. Give your system character.

 � MULTIFACETED CHOICE OF TOP-QUALITY MATERIALS AND COLOURS

 � EXCITING LIGHT EFFECTS THROUGH DYNAMIC RGB LED AND INDIRECT LIGHTING

 � TEXTURED MATERIALS FOR A TACTILE AND SENSUAL EXPERIENCE

 � FASCINATING BLEND OF CLASSIC AND FUTURISTIC ELEMENTS

 � EXTRAVAGANT, PRESTIGIOUS LOOK

 � MOOD LIGHTING THROUGH INDIRECT DYNAMIC RGB LED

 � STRUCTURED MATERIALS FOR A FEELING OF EXCLUSIVITY

The ELEGANT Selection is a byword for prestige. It features fascinating forms, subtle 
lighting effects and unusually fine materials like top-class metals and select woods. The 
alluring blend of colours, lighting and materials creates a particularly stylish atmosphere 
and a very pleasant, relaxing ambiance. In short: a feeling of pure luxury.

The CHIC Selection starts with modern materials and adds a breathtaking mix of 
 elegant colour and lighting effects. Indirect LED lighting in the ceiling and  skirting, 
and around the operating panel, creates a pleasant feeling and shows chosen 
 materials – such as carbon look and different wood finishes – in the best possible 
light. The result is harmonious and appealing, down to the smallest detail.

CHIC A |  Top: Orange 

Bottom: White Line

CHIC B |  Top: Dark Ink 

Bottom: Carbon look

CHIC C |  Top: Grey Line  

Bottom: Dark Ink

ELEGANT A |  Top: Champagner 

Bottom: Carbon look

ELEGANT B |  Top: Gold 

Bottom: Black Wood 

ELEGANT C |  Top: White Line 

Bottom: Black Line

CHIC B
CHIC C ELEGANT A ELEGANT B

ELEGANT C
CHIC A
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Always perfectly styled –
with exchangeable wall designs.

Alluring, exciting, refined – thanks to dynamic RGB LED lighting, you can  personalise 
EVOLUTION® BLUE with your own light design concept. And the best part: The 
 dynamic RGB LEDs allow you to create a different mood at every floor. In  combination 
with easy-to-change wall designs, the flexible LED lighting lets you match your  elevator 
to the current season, latest trend or special event.

Crystal-clear design, 
brilliant performance.

 � DYNAMIC RGB LED LIGHTING FOR A PLEASANT CABIN ATMOSPHERE

 � ADAPTABLE COLOUR AND LIGHTING DESIGN

 � WALL ELEMENTS CAN BE QUICKLY CHANGED

EVOLUTION® BLUE is much more than a pretty face. Along with appealing aesthetic 
details such as glass door leaves and fully-customisable design, it also features the 
intelligent Destination Selection Control (DSC). This control significantly reduces 
 waiting times while optimising traffic flow. Multimedia solutions like the Liftscreen show 
ride information as well as content from the Internet. Whatever you imagine,  
you can create – with EVOLUTION® BLUE.

 � GLASS ELEMENTS FOR UNLIMITED DESIGN FREEDOM

 � MORE CAPACITY AND SHORTER WAITING TIMES WITH DESTINATION  SELECTION 
CONTROL (DSC)

 � OPTIONAL MULTIMEDIA SOLUTIONS SUCH AS LIFTSCREEN

DESIGN
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TECHNOLOGY

Our definition of functionality:
an elevator for every application.

EVOLUTION® BLUE stands for intelligent technology that helps you 
boost your system’s efficiency, reliability and safety while  reducing 
CO2 emissions and energy consumption. In standby mode, the 
 system uses up to 86 % less energy, thanks to E.COR®. And of 
course, all components meet strictest quality standards. In addition 
to our many years of experience in the development and  construction 
of elevators, we also put a bit of the future into each and every 
detail. Our future-oriented technologies enable the sustainable use 
of our environment and our resources – without having to make any 
 compromises.

Frugal and powerful – not a contradiction for EVOLUTION® BLUE. 
The elevator offers high shaft efficiency, up to 69 % better use of 
space, a greatly reduced shaft head and pit, a minimum of  vibration 
and noise and optimised fitting locations for each component. 
And that’s not all. Thanks to our modular system, the cabin can 
be  adapted infinitely, millimetre by millimetre, to perfectly fit the 
 respective shaft.

 � INNOVATIVE TECHNOLOGY MAKES OPTIMUM USE OF AVAILABLE SPACE

 � ADJUSTMENTS BY THE MILLIMETRE FOR HIGHEST FLEXIBILITY

 � DURABLE, FUTURE-PROOF COMPONENTS AND HIGH-PERFORMANCE SYSTEMS

 � INTELLIGENT TECHNOLOGIES – EASY ON YOUR BUDGET AND THE ENVIRONMENT 
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The intelligent E.COR® controller is the core element of EVOLUTION® BLUE and provides 
many benefits. The most significant one: energy and cost savings are programmed right 
into the system. By using energy recovery when the cabin is descending, or the elevator 
is braking, E.COR® puts energy back into the system to be used for other functions such 
as air conditioning and lighting.

As a software-based solution, E.COR® guarantees a high level of operating security. Rare 
problems with the elevator are detected long before they can result in any kind of mal-
function. E.COR® informs you about the current status of your elevator and reminds you 
when the next maintenance check is due.

E.COR® adjusts to the way the elevator is used and thereby keeps waiting and travel 
times to a minimum. By automatically shifting into high-speed mode during periods of 
heavy use, and then into eco mode when the elevator is used infrequently, the system 
makes optimal use of quiet and busy phases in your building.

 � INTELLIGENT ENERGY AND COST SAVING CONTROLLER

 � INCREASED AVAILABILITY THROUGH PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE

 � SOFTWARE-BASED SOLUTION ENABLES A VARIETY OF OPTIONS

 � MINIMAL WEAR AND TEAR DUE TO ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

 � AUTONOMOUS LEARNING FUNCTION FOR MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY

 � ENERGY EFFICIENCY CLASS A TO VDI 47071

 � FUTURE-ORIENTED TECHNOLOGY FOR SUSTAINABLE ENERGY USE

E.COR® CONTROLLER

Well-designed from every angle:
from components to costs.

1.  Energy recovery:  
regenerative pulse inverter

2. Long-lasting: LED lighting

4. Intelligent: Elevator control

3.  Highly efficient: Elevator drive

Energy efficiency class

Example certification of an installation 
in Germany (630 kg, 1 m/s)

ECO-FRIENDLY

1 Measured on a reference system

Cutting-edge technology
in every detail.
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A perfect fit that
also saves space.

Onward to the future:
full speed, low energy.

 � ENERGY RECOVERY SAVES COSTS

 � EFFICIENT POWER MANAGEMENT

 � SIGNIFICANTLY INCREASED SAVINGS POTENTIAL

EVOLUTION® BLUE features energy recovery as standard. The regenerated energy 
can be used for other functions such as air conditioning and lighting – saving costs as 
well as energy. In the planning phase, you select the drive best suited to your applica-
tion. Once everything is up and running, power management cuts operating costs by 
 adapting operation to the respective traffic situation: during busy phases, high-speed 

SHAFT EFFICIENCY  � OPTIMUM USE OF SPACE THANKS TO MODULAR  
COMPONENT SYSTEM

 � SHAFT HEAD REDUCED BY UP TO 13 %, PIT REDUCED  
BY UP TO 72 %1

 � POWERFUL PERFORMANCE IN TERMS OF SPEED,  
HEIGHT AND NOMINAL LOAD

 � IDEAL FOR MODERNISATION

1  For load capacity of  

1,000 kg (Q≤1,000 kg)
2 On request
3  Possible reduction  

of shaft footprint

EVOLUTION® BLUE not only looks to the future, but offers  highest 
flexibility in the here and now. With its modular, intelligently designed 
components and the optional minimisation of the shaft head and pit, 
it uses very little room and can be adapted to  perfectly match the 
existing building environment. And it uses space so efficiently that 
a 1,000 kg ISO shaft can run a 1,125 kg cabin, or a 1,000 kg cabin 
fits into a smaller shaft. It’s easy to see why EVOLUTION® BLUE is an 
ideal choice for every architect and building owner.

mode ensures smooth flow, while during quieter times, eco mode focuses on saving 
energy. When the elevator is not in use, the system switches to standby. In standby 
mode, all unnecessary components are gradually and automatically turned off. That 
means  potential savings of 86 % – a valuable contribution towards an  energy-efficient 
future.

HIGH-SPEED MODE  
FOR HIGH  
FREqUENCIES OF USE

ECO-MODE  
FOR LOW UTILISATION  
OR qUIET PERIODS

REGENERATION 
OF ENERGY SIGNALS  
ENERGY RECOVERY

S
haft head

Door width adjustable 
in 10-mm increments

IS
O

 cabin depth

EVO
LU

TIO
N

® B
LU

E
2 cabin depth

ISO cabin width

EVOLUTION® BLUE2

cabin width

S
haft pit

Shaft footprint 3
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There’s strength in numbers. EVOLUTION® BLUE lets you combine up to 32  different 
types of systems into one powerhouse elevator group, reaches a top speed of 2,5 
m/s and scales heights of up to 100 m with a nominal load of 320 to 4,000 kg. When 
used in combination with shuttle elevators, EVOLUTION® BLUE can also handle heavy 
traffic  situations in high-rise buildings. A dynamic group algorithm makes sure that 
EVOLUTION® BLUE responds optimally to every traffic situation – every time. 

With EVOLUTION® BLUE, you’ll enjoy every journey. Single-contactor technology and 
a range of convenient features – such as gentle braking, fast travel and accurate floor 
 levelling – combine to make elevator travel a pleasant experience. And fast-moving doors 
help keep waiting times short. The cabin itself also creates a good feeling – after all, 
every single component was selected according to the strictest quality standards.

 � OPTIMAL FOR UP TO 32 ELEVATOR SYSTEMS IN A GROUP

 � SHORT WAITING TIMES THANKS TO DESTINATION SELECTION CONTROL (DSC) 
AND FAST-MOVING DOORS

 � EASILY MANAGES HIGH TRAFFIC FLOW

 � MINIMAL VIBRATION AND NOISE ENSURES SMOOTH RUNNING1

 � SHORT TRAVEL TIMES AND FLOOR LEVELLING ACCURACY

 � ALL COMPONENTS MEET STRINGENT QUALITY CRITERIA

 � PLEASANT CABIN ATMOSPHERE

CAPACITY RIDE COMFORT

From 0 to 100 metres
in 40 seconds.

1  ≤ 25 dB in adjacent rooms, if building complies with VDI2566 STIII and “noise reduction kit” option is selected 

≤ 50 dB in the cabin (measured on a reference system at 1m/s)

The joy of gliding
from floor to floor.
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YOUR BENEFITS

Design philosophy

•  Bi-materials and bi-colours open up more than  
7,000 cabin variations

• Maximum customisation, e.g. special cabin panelling

Flexibility

•  Intelligent, modular elevator system is 
 infinitely adjustable

•  Customised cabin dimensions through 
adjustments by the millimetre 

•  Efficient use of space with optimally-fitted 
technology (shaft efficiency up to 69 %)

• Reduced shaft head (-13 %) and pit (-72 %)
•  Infinitely adjustable nominal load range 

from 320 to 4,000 kg
• Maximum speed of up to 2,5 m/s 
•  Ideal for elevator groups with up to  

32  systems

Energy regeneration1 

•  Saving almost 40 % energy and costs 
during travelling

•  Distribution of the regenerated energy 
within your building

Power management

•  Standby mode saves costs and energy 
up to 86 %

•  Significantly reduced CO2 emission
•  Elevator automatically switches off when 

not in use (sleep mode)
•  Drive dimensions optimised for your 

specific application

Absolute positioning device

• Floor levelling accuracy prevents trip hazard 
• No recalibration required after a power failure

Elevator operation and control system

•  Fast response times and optimum service 
communication through Internet connection 
with self-diagnosis

•  Increased efficiency thanks to learning  function 
and smooth interaction within the group

• Door opening times adapt to traffic volumes

Ride comfort

•  Minimal vibration and noise thanks to sandwich 
 technology and high material rigidity in the cabin

•  Door drive with fast closing and opening for more trav-
elling capacity and short waiting times

Design5 
  1Bi-material and bi-colour effects
  •   Large choice of combinations thanks  

to the vast range of materials and colours 

  2Easy replacement
  •  Intelligent fastening technology allows design 

elements to be quickly and smoothly changed
  •  Cabin design can be easily adapted to current 

colour and material trends

  3Glass
  •  Flexible use of glass doors and cabins for  

more light, a better view and insight into  
the technology

  4Sustainability
  •  Recyclable, durable components  

and top-class materials

  5Lighting effects
  •  Individual lighting moods for ceiling, operating 

panel and skirting 
  •  In combination with E.COR®, lighting effects  

can be adapted to complement the building’s 
environment and architecture 

1 Energy regeneration included in scope of delivery only up to 2,000 kg

So many reasons to choose
EVOLUTION® BLUE.


